
Wholesale baroque gold-plated yellow glass candle jar
 

Why Choose Sunny Glassware

   

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE 80% FRAGRANCE BRANDS
SUPPLIER POWERFUL CAPACITY

Sunny Glassware with all kinds
of products being exported

to more than 30 countries and
regions

Focusing on luxury fragrance
products

The supplier of 80% fragrance
brands in the United States

The annual quantity and
launched speed on new
products and designs

can be compared with Zara

  

QUALITY ASSURANCE DESIGN TEAM BOOST BUSINESS RAPIDLY
Adapts extra six steps for
inspection of shipments，

No major quality complaints on
products produced for 9

consecutive years

Award-winning team of designers
on the trust of many upscale
brands like NEST Fragrance.
The talented design team is

unmatched in China

All the customers have good
profit

and get 30% sales increase
every year

 

Product Description
This glass candle jar can be paired with any home decor such as dining table, cooking table, dresser, end table,  coffee bar and

bookshelf.

Sample time 1) 5 days if there is glass candle jar shape and size
2) 15 days, if you need new shapes and sizes glass candle jar

Measure

Item No.:SCRG22001
Top caliber:88.6mm
Base diameter :50mm
Height :114mm
Weight :461g
Capacity :380ml

Packing Normal packing, Individual gift box, PVC box, window box, color box, white box etc.
Delivery time Within 35 days after the sample and order confirmed
Payment term 30% deposit by T/T in advance and the balance against the copy of B/L
Shipment By sea, by air, by Express and your shipping agent is acceptable
Usage Occasion Home Decoration, Wedding Decoration, Wedding Gift, Decoration Lifting,
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A wide decorative finish （Applique/Spraying/Frosted etc.）glass candle jar for your
selection   

 

   

These glass candle jar come in different colors and sizes, we can customize the glass
candle jar according to your requirements

 

White baroque pattern glass candle jar Yellow baroque pattern glass candle jar Red baroque pattern glass candle jar
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The curves and decorative elements of the Baroque style are perfectly reflected in this glass
candle jar. Smooth lines, exquisite patterns, every place reveals the classical gorgeous and

romantic. Placed in the home, it is like a work of art, let people linger.

 

Your logo can be designed with exclusive label on the candle jars for your brand

duct Descriptio
 

Our Clients
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01：Hellen from Singapore
 
Hellen is the purchaser of a Singapore company, and has been purchasing glass candle jar from Sunny
Glassware for several years. In the second half of last year, Hellen emailed that he would be the general
manager of the Hangzhou branch in a month, and visited Sunny Glassware . Hellen has been doing
procurement for 5 or 6 years, and this promotion must have made a contribution. Some time ago, their
company placed an order for a batch of glass candle jar , and found cracks during testing. Their
designers thought that there was a problem with the formation of nodules in the glass candle jar , but it
was normal when tested alone. The designer was at a loss, and the boss was also very anxious, so he
asked Hellen to consult with a glass candle jar manufacturer.
 
This glass candle jar is produced in a local factory in Singapore. After on-site analysis by the master of
the original factory, it is believed that the cracks are due to the presence of inhomogeneous, high-
viscosity, and high-surface-tension glass bottles in the glass liquid formed during the blowing process of
the glass candle jar. Changing the inhomogeneity in the glass solved it. After 20 days, according to this
plan, there were indeed no cracks, and the boss was very happy and promoted him. However, after
calculating the cost, it was found that the cost had increased by 20%. Obviously, this solution is not
optimal, so Hellen wondered if there is any other solution, so he contacted Sunny Glassware . Sunny
Glassware received the design drawings of their glass candle jar, and the masters of Sunny
Glassware Factory began to analyze them.
 
Three days later, the plan of Sunny Glassware Candle Holder came out, which was to extract the sundries
of glass in the glass candle jar. This new design will not increase the production cost of the glass
candle jar, that is, the zero cost solves the vibration. Hellen was a little unbelievable, so Sunny
Glassware made a sample immediately. A week later,Sunny Glassware sent the glass candle jar. After
debugging, there are also no cracks, but 0 cost. The boss of Hellen was happy to save 20% of the cost,
and asked Hellen to send any inquiry for glass candle jar to Sunny Glassware as soon as possible.
 
Hellen told privately that the boss is very satisfied that he solved the problem with 0 cost, and he
deserved the position of general manager of the Hangzhou branch, and he is working harder and harder.
 
Sunny Glassware  has a history of 20 years in glass products. It gives priority to solving problems at zero
cost. You can also try a small order!
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02：David is from England
David is from the UK and works as a buyer in a local company. In March this year, he urgently needs to
purchase a batch of glass candle jar. David browsed the website of Sunny Glassware on Google and
found that Sunny Glassware has a history of 20 years of glass products. , All kinds of products are
exported to more than 30 countries and regions. Send an email to inquire about Sunny Glassware : About
the glass candle jar design draft and inquiry that you want to purchase now? After seeing this email, I
asked David to send me the design drawing of the glass candle jar. The glass candle holder design sketch
sent by David needs to be water-transferred for color adjustment. Since the color is more special because
it is a mixture of multiple colors, I told this to the company designer ROY. With his help, within 2 days I
made technical drawings and rendered several color processing effects within a few days, and sent the
drawings to David.
 
 
Three days later, David sent an email, and sent a drawing of the most satisfactory rendering color, asking
us to make a proof according to this drawing. Send it to the factory for proofing, and the experienced
Sunny glassware craftsman worked hard on the color of this glass candle jar, yellow, blue, white, the color
is purple and the effect is different when viewed from the inside of the glass. Exquisite.
 
 
Five days later, David, who received the samples, recognized the craftsmanship of Sunny glassware. They
had found several local processing factories, but after three times of proofing, the color did not match the
desired color. Sunny glassware are solved at one time. David and his team members agree on the
craftsmanship of Sunny glassware. On the same day, David placed an order for a batch of glass candle
jar for Sunny glassware.
 
 
The values of Sunny glassware are: Resolute quality, at least 6 more inspection procedures in QC than
the peers, and there have been no quality complaints for 9 consecutive years. After strict quality control,
the shipment was sent to the UK. David also told that this glass candle jar is a big hit in the UK, and sales
have more than doubled. His boss was very satisfied with his purchase, and that all future glass candle
jar would be to Sunny glassware.
Sunny glassware glass candle jar water transfer printing coloring process, you can also try a small order!

03：Niki is from America
Niki comes from a scented candle company in the United States. He has been purchasing candle holders smoothly. He fell
down when he purchased glass candle jar last year. At the end of last year, a batch of glass candle jar ordered
in Vietnam had wrong printing colors and blurred patterns. Niki was very dissatisfied with such glass candle jar. Five
months later, this glass candle jar will be on display. Niki contacted the supplier in Vietnam, and the other party agreed
to replenish the stock. A week later, the sample was received, but the color was wrong again, and the same accident
happened again. At this time, Niki realized the problem. No one could accept the long-term and high-frequency after-sales
service, so he had to find a new glass candle jar manufacturer.
Niki left a message on Google for the Sunny Glassware website: Can you ensure that each glass candle jar has the same
color and no quality abnormalities. Sunny Glassware replied, I don’t care if it’s good or not, you’ll know after you try it. The
next day, Niki sent an email to Sunny Glassware to send the desired glass candle jar artwork. I told him that glass
candle jar has a 20-year history of glass products, and various products are exported to more than 30 countries and
regions.
 
The sample was quickly sent out 2 weeks later. After Niki received the sample, he sent an email to express that he was
very satisfied with the glass candle jar of Sunny Glassware. It not only solved the color tone problem but also solved the
blurred pattern. Niki immediately placed a large order of 30,000 glass candle jar from Sunny Glassware candle holders
manufacturers.
 
Sunny Glassware automatic silk screen printing process has a history of 20 years, and QC has at least 6 more inspection
processes than its peers. There have been no quality complaints for 9 consecutive years. Whether in terms of
craftsmanship or quality, most manufacturers cannot do it.
Niki told me privately that the boss appreciates that he can find a reliable glass candle jar manufacturer like Sunny
Glassware this time, and the boss will give him a salary increase.
The automatic silk screen printing process of glass candle jar, Sunny Glassware convinced American customers, you can
also try a small order!
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Customer praise

 

 

 

 

Accessories
Sunny Glassware offers a wide range accessories puchasing such as a variety of material lids, gifts box, candle care, reed etc. for candle holders and bottles.
We have our own designer team to come up with ideas and our long-term cooperative factories will help us with manufacturing

Lids Candles Care Packages

 

Wide Range of Application
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Home Decor/Coffee Shop/Restaurant/Wedding/Party/Holidays Gifts

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAQ
1) Can you combine many items assorted in one container in my first order?
Yes, we can. But the quantity of each ordered item should reach our MOQ.
2) If any quality problem, how can you settle it for us?
When discharging the container, you need to inspect all the cargo. If any breakage or defect
products were founded, you must take the pictures from the original carton. All the claims must be
presented within 15 working days after discharging the container. This date is subject to the arrival
time of container.
3) why you choose us?
1. We have rich experiences in glassware trade for more than 20 years and the most professional
team. 
2. We have 10 production line and can manufacture 15 million pieces per month, we have strict
processes enable us to maintain an acceptance rate above 99% . 
3. We work with more than 1800 clients in about 80 countries.
4. We offer professional one-stop world-wide logistics service
4) Can we get your free samples? 
Yes, you can. Our Samples are free for the customers who confirm order. But the freight for
express is on buyer’s account.



5) How about your MOQ?
Different kind products will be different MOQ, for some glassware in stock, small orders are
acceptable.
6) How many people in your R&D department?
 We have 5 professional designers, and they will develop 15 innovative designs monthly.
7) Can you give me a discount about the price?
The price depends on your quantity, if you want good price with small order, you can make more
quantity in one time, and leave them in our warehouse, we will keep the goods for you until you
need.
We are looking forward to your inquiry and cooperation.

 

 


